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Abstract
We use supersymmetric generalised unitarity to calculate supercoefficients of box
functions in the expansion of scattering amplitudes in N = 8 supergravity at one
loop. Recent advances have presented tree-level amplitudes in N = 8 supergravity
in terms of sums of terms containing squares of colour-ordered Yang-Mills superam-
plitudes. We develop the consequences of these results for the structure of one-loop
supercoefficients, recasting them as sums of squares of N = 4 Yang-Mills expressions
with certain coefficients inherited from the tree-level superamplitudes. This provides
new expressions for all one-loop box coefficients in N = 8 supergravity, which we
check against known results in a number of cases.
1 {p.katsaroumpas, w.j.spence, g.travaglini}@qmul.ac.uk
1 Introduction
Recent advances have indicated that gravity scattering amplitudes are much simpler
than what one would infer from the Feynman diagram expansion, very much like
in Yang-Mills theory. In [1, 2], on-shell recursion relations were written down for
graviton amplitudes at tree level, and a remarkably benign ultraviolet behaviour of the
scattering amplitudes under certain large deformations along complex directions in
momentum space was observed. This behaviour, not apparent from a simple analysis
based on Feynman diagram considerations [1, 2] similar to those discussed in [3] for
Yang-Mills amplitudes, was later re-examined and explained in [4–6].
At the quantum level, unexpected cancellations occur in maximal supergravity
starting at one loop, which led to the conjecture [7–10] and later proof [6, 11] of
the “no-triangle hypothesis”. According to this property, all one-loop amplitudes in
N = 8 supergravity can be written as sums of box functions times rational coeffi-
cients, similarly to one-loop amplitudes inN = 4 super Yang-Mills (SYM). Interesting
connections were established in [12] and [11, 13] between one-loop cancellations, and
the large-z behaviour observed in [1, 2, 4–6], as well as the presence of summations
over different orderings of the external particles typical of unordered theories such as
gravity (and QED). There is therefore growing evidence of the remarkable similarities
between the two maximally supersymmetric theories, N = 4 SYM and N = 8 su-
pergravity, culminating in the conjecture that the N = 8 theory could be ultraviolet
finite, just like its non-gravitational maximally supersymmetric counterpart. This is
supported both by multi-loop perturbative calculations [12,14–16], and string theory
and M-theory considerations [17–20].
In a recent paper [21], Elvang and Freedman were able to recast n-graviton MHV
amplitudes at tree level in a suggestive form in terms of sums of squares of n-gluon
MHV amplitudes. An analytical proof for all n of the agreement of their expression to
that for the infinite sequence of MHV amplitudes conjectured from recursion relations
in [1] was also presented, as well as numerical checks showing agreement with the
Berends-Giele-Kuijf formula [22]. A direct proof of the formula of [21] was later given
in [23].
In a related development at tree level, the authors of [24] used supersymmetric
recursion relations [6,25] of the BCF type [3,26], and the explicit solution found in the
N = 4 case in [27], to recast amplitudes in N = 8 supergravity in a new simplified
form which involves sums of N = 4 amplitudes. Specifically, according to [24] a
generic N = 8 superamplitude can be written as
M(1, . . . , n) =
∑
P(2,...,n−1)
M(1, . . . , n) , (1.1)
1
where the ordered subamplitudes M(1, . . . , n) are [24]:
M(1, . . . , n) = [AMHV(1, . . . , n)]2
∑
α
[Rα(λi, λ˜i, ηi)]
2 Gα(λi, λ˜i) . (1.2)
Here AMHV(1, . . . , n) is the MHV superamplitude in N = 4 SYM [28], and Rα are
certain dual superconformal invariant quantities [27], extending those introduced
in [29, 30] for the next-to-MHV (NMHV) superamplitudes. Gα are certain gravity
“dressing factors”, which are independent of the superspace variables ηi associated to
each particle i in the amplitude. Finally, the sum in (1.1) is over all permutations of
the labels (2, . . . , n− 1). The fact that the sum over permutations in (1.1) does not
contain two of the n scattered particles will be important in what follows.
Turning to loop amplitudes, it has been shown recently in [29] that four-dimensional
generalised unitarity [31] may be efficiently applied to calculate the supercoefficients
of one-loop superamplitudes in N = 4 SYM. One of the advantages of the use of
superamplitudes is that it makes it particularly efficient to perform the sums over
internal helicities [6,29,32–37], which are converted into fermionic integrals. Further-
more, according to the no-triangle property of maximal supergravity [6–11], one-loop
amplitudes in the N = 8 theory are expressed in terms of box functions only, there-
fore the coefficients of one-loop amplitudes can be calculated by using quadruple cuts.
It is therefore natural to investigate how the new expressions for generic tree-level
N = 8 supergravity amplitudes found in [24] can be used together with supersym-
metric quadruple cuts [29] in order to derive new formulae for one-loop amplitudes
in N = 8 supergravity. This will be the main goal of this paper.
One interesting consequence of the structure of (1.1) for the results we derive for
the one-loop box supercoefficients is that when the expressions for tree-level ampli-
tudes are inserted into quadruple cuts, they give rise to new general formulae for the
supercoefficients that are written as sums of squares of the result of the corresponding
N = 4 SYM calculation (apart from the four-mass case, this will be the square of an
N = 4 coefficient), multiplied by certain dressing factors. The one-loop supercoeffi-
cients therefore inherit the intriguing structure of tree-level amplitudes exhibited by
(1.1) and (1.2).
Specifically, we will calculate supercoefficients for MHV, NMHV and N2MHV su-
peramplitudes, and we will show in a number of cases how these new expressions
match known formulae. In particular, we will show how our results agree with the ex-
pressions for the infinite sequence of MHV amplitudes obtained in [7] using unitarity,
with the five-point NMHV amplitude [7], and with the six-point graviton NMHV am-
plitudes coefficients derived in [8,9]. In the MHV case, we propose a correspondence
between the “half-soft” functions introduced in [7] and particular sums of dressing
factors, which we check numerically up to 12 external legs. In [7–9], the tree-level
amplitudes entering the cut had been generated using KLT relations [38]; in our ap-
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proach, we will instead use the solution of the supersymmetric recursion relation given
by (1.1) and (1.2). Our results support the conjecture that all one-loop amplitude
coefficients in N = 8 supergravity may be written in terms of N = 4 Yang-Mills
expressions times known dressing factors.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In the next section we will briefly
review some background material needed in order to describe amplitudes in maxi-
mally supersymmetric theories, and quadruple cuts. In Section 3 we will study MHV
superamplitudes at one loop, deriving a straightforward general expression for the
supercoefficients in the n-point case. We propose a conjecture which enables an
immediate correspondence to be made with the known general formula for these am-
plitudes, and test this explicitly for 2me coefficients with up to n = 22 external legs.
Section 4 turns to consider NMHV amplitudes. We derive general expressions for
the 3m and 2me box coefficients, and the related 2mh and 1m coefficients. Similarly
to the SYM case considered in [29], all the supercoefficients can be written in terms
of the 3m coefficients, which we are able to recast as sums of squares of the corre-
sponding SYM 3m coefficients, times certain bosonic dressing factors. In Section 5
we study explicit examples, starting with the five-point NMHV case, which provides
a simple toy model for studying structures at higher points, and we then discuss the
six-point NMHV case. In Section 6 we describe how this approach applies in general
to NpMHV amplitude coefficients. We conclude with some discussion of further work.
Note added: After this paper was completed, we became aware of [39], which
appears to overlap with our paper.
2 Background
In the supersymmetric formalism of [28], one associates to each particle in the N = 8
theory the usual commuting spinors λα, λ˜α˙ (in terms of which the momentum of the
ith particle is piαα˙ = λ
i
αλ˜
i
α˙), as well as anticommuting variables η
A
i , where A = 1, . . . , 8
is an SU(8) index. The supersymmetric amplitude can then be expanded in powers of
the N = 8 superspace coordinates ηiA for the different particles, and each term of this
expansion corresponds to a particular scattering amplitude in N = 8 supergravity.
In particular, a term containing mi powers of η
i
A corresponds to a scattering process
where the ith particle has helicity hi = 2−mi/2.
Generalising the discussion of [29] to N = 8 supergravity, we write a generic
n-point superamplitude with n > 3 as
Mn(λ, λ˜, η) = i(2pi)
4δ(4)(p) δ(16)(q) Pn(λ, λ˜, η), (2.1)
3
where the function Pn has the form
Pn = P
(0)
n + P
(8)
n + P
(16)
n + . . .+ P
(8n−32)
n , (2.2)
where P(8k)n (λ, λ˜, η) is an SU(8) invariant homogenous polynomial in the η’s of degree
8k. Furthermore p :=
∑n
i=1 λiλ˜i is the total momentum of the particles, and q
A
α :=∑n
i=1 q
A
α;i is the sum of the supermomenta q
A
α;i := η
A
i λα;i of each particle i. The
fermionic delta function δ(16)(qAα ) raises the degree of each term to 8k + 16. Each η
A
i
carries helicity of 1/2, therefore the term δ(16)(qAα )P
(8k)
n (λ, λ˜, η) has total helicity of
2k + 8, giving the NkMHV amplitude.
The three-point supergravity amplitudes are given by [6]
MMHV3 (1, 2, 3) =
[
AMHV3 (1, 2, 3)
]2
=
δ(16)(
∑n
i=1 ηiλi)
(〈12〉〈23〉〈31〉)2
, (2.3)
MMHV3 (1, 2, 3) =
[
AMHV3 (1, 2, 3)
]2
=
δ(8)(η1[23] + η2[31] + η3[12])
([12][23][31])2
, (2.4)
and are obtained by simply squaring the corresponding MHV [28] and anti-MHV [6,25]
superamplitudes in N = 4 SYM. Notice in (2.4) the presence of an unusual fermionic
delta function. It is also easy to show that (2.4) is invariant under all supersymmetries.
One-loop amplitudes can be expanded in a known basis of scalar integrals which, in
maximally supersymmetric theories, contains only box functions. This was shown in
[40] for the SYM case, and is the content of the no-triangle property mentioned earlier.
We will therefore write a generic one-loop superamplitude in maximal supergravity
as
M1−loopn =
∑
Cn(P1, P2, P3, P4) I(P1, P2, P3, P4) , (2.5)
where we are summing over all distinct scalar box functions I(P1, P2, P3, P4) with
external momenta P1, . . . , P4 [41], and Cn(P1, P2, P3, P4) are the supercoefficients of
the expansion.
Using generalised unitary in four dimensions, the one-loop supercoefficients of
maximal supergravity amplitudes can be expressed in terms of products of four tree-
level amplitudes as
C(P1, P2, P3, P4) =
1
2
∑
S±
∫ 4∏
i=1
d8ηli
× M(−l1, P1, l2)M(−l2, P2, l3)M(−l3, P3, l4)M(−l4, P4, l1) , (2.6)
where we are averaging over the two solutions S± to the cut conditions l2i = 0,
i = 1, . . . , 4, which impose that all the internal propagators are on shell [31], and
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supermomentum conservation delta functions for each of the four amplitudes entering
(2.6) are understood. The integration is performed over the four Grassmann variables
ηli , i = 1, . . . , 4 associated with the internal cut legs.
In the next sections we will describe how (2.6) can be applied to obtain superco-
efficients for the MHV and NMHV amplitudes in maximal supergravity.
3 One-loop MHV superamplitudes
In [29], the one-loop MHV superamplitude in N = 4 SYM was derived using a
supersymmetric extension of the quadruple unitarity cuts of [31]. It turns out that
many of the details of the calculation presented in [29] carry over directly to the
supergravity case, and we will follow closely the notation of these authors in order to
simplify the comparison.
We begin by giving the expression derived in [29] for the supercoefficient of the
generic diagram contributing to the MHV superamplitude, drawn in Figure 1,
CN=4(1, P, s, Q) =
1
2
∑
S±
∫ 4∏
i=1
d4ηli (3.1)
×
δ(4)(η1[l2l1] + ηl2 [l11] + ηl1 [1l2])
[1l2][l2l1][l11]
δ(8)(λl2ηl2 +
∑s−1
2 λiηi − λl3ηl3)
〈l22〉 · · · 〈s− 1 l3〉〈l3l2〉
×
δ(4)(ηl3 [sl4] + ηs[l4l3] + ηl4 [l3s])
[l3s][sl4][l4l3]
δ(8)(λl4ηl4 +
∑n
s+1 λiηi − λl1ηl1)
〈l4 s+ 1〉 · · · 〈nl1〉〈l1l4〉
,
where the sum goes over the two solutions to the cut equations. The four terms in
(3.1) come from the product of the four tree-level amplitudes in the diagram,
AMHV3 (−l1, 1, l2) A(−l2, 2, . . . , s− 1, l3) A
MHV
3 (−l3, s, l4) A
MHV(−l4, s+ 1, · · · , n, l1),
(3.2)
where AMHV is the MHV superamplitude [28],
AMHVn (1, . . . , n) =
δ(8)
(∑n
i=1 ηiλi
)
N(1, 2, . . . , n)
, (3.3)
and we have defined
N(1, 2, . . . , n) := 〈12〉〈23〉 · · · 〈n1〉 . (3.4)
As shown in [29], the result of evaluating (3.1) is
CN=4(1, P, s, Q) =
1
2
(P 2Q2 − st)
δ(8)(
∑n
i=1 ηiλi)
N(1, 2, . . . , n)
. (3.5)
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Figure 1: A quadruple cut diagram determining the supercoefficient CN=4(1, P, s, Q)
in the MHV superamplitudes in N = 4 SYM and N = 8 supergravity. The two three-
point amplitudes have the anti-MHV helicity configurations, and the remaining two
amplitudes are MHV’s.
Incidentally, we notice that in order to arrive at (3.5) it is not necessary to know the
explicit solutions to the cut equations, but only that the holomorphic spinors at the
three-point anti-MHV corners are proportional, i.e. λl1 ∝ λl2 ∝ λ1, λl3 ∝ λl4 ∝ λs.
We also notice that for n > 4 only one of the two cut solutions contributes to the cut
diagram of Figure 1. This leads to the factor of 1/2 on the right-hand side of (3.5).
Let us now consider the same quadruple-cut diagram but in the N = 8 super-
gravity case. The supercoefficient is given by the following integral,
CN=8(1, P, s, Q) =
1
2
∑
S±
∫ 4∏
i=1
d8ηli M
MHV
3 (−l1, 1, l2) M
MHV(−l2, 2, . . . , s− 1, l3)
MMHV3 (−l3, s, l4) M
MHV(−l4, s+ 1, . . . , n, l1), (3.6)
where we sum over the same two solutions of the cut equations as in the Yang-Mills
case, but now integrate over the eight superspace variables ηA, A = 1, . . . , 8, and insert
the tree-level MHV and anti-MHV supergravity amplitudes MMHV and MMHV.
The simplification in calculating (3.6) comes when we utilise the result of Elvang
and Freedman [21], who have given the following expression for the n-point (n >
3) tree-level MHV supergravity amplitudes in terms of the Yang-Mills MHV tree
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amplitudes and certain “dressing factors” GMHV:
MMHVn =
∑
P(2,...,n−1)
[AMHV(1, . . . , n)]2GMHV(1, . . . , n) , (3.7)
where we sum over permutations P(2, . . . , n− 1) of the elements (2, . . . , n− 1), and
the dressing factors are given by
GMHV(1, . . . , n) = x213
n−3∏
s=2
〈s|xs,s+2xs+2,n|n〉
〈sn〉
. (3.8)
We have used in the above the form of the result as given in [24]. Note that the
dressing factors are independent of the superspace variables ηi.
Now we may insert these expressions into the formula (3.6) to find the box coef-
ficients CN=8(1, P, s, Q). This results in a sum of products of squares of Yang-Mills
superamplitudes, times dressing factors. The key point here is that since the dressing
factors are independent of the superspace variables, we may follow exactly the manip-
ulations of [29] in order to carry out the superspace integrations, and this will yield
exactly the square of the Yang-Mills result (3.5). We follow the conventions of [24]
with regard to squaring delta functions, in particular it is understood that(
δ(8)
( n∑
i=1
ηiλi
))2
= δ(16)
( n∑
i=1
ηiλi
)
, (3.9)
where there are the four Yang-Mills η variables on the left-hand side of this expression
and the eight supergravity ones on the right-hand side.
Hence the result of the superspace integrals in (3.6) is
CN=8(1, P, s, Q) =
1
2
(P 2Q2 − st)2
∑
S±
∑
P(2,...,s−1)
∑
P(s+1,...,n)
(3.10)
×
GMHV(−l2, 2, . . . , s− 1, l3)GMHV(−l4, s+ 1, . . . , n, l1)
(N(1, . . . , n))2
,
where the dressing factors GMHV are given by (3.8), and the first summation involves
inserting the explicit solutions to the quadruple cut conditions. This solution is very
easy to determine for the two-mass easy box case. In the specific cut in Figure 1,
where the two three-point superamplitudes have the anti-MHV helicity configuration,
there is only one solution for the cut loop momenta, which has the form
l1 = λ1λ˜l1 , l2 = λ1λ˜l2 , l3 = λsλ˜l3 , l4 = λsλ˜l4 , (3.11)
and we wish to determine λ˜l1 , . . . , λ˜l4. This is accomplished by imposing momentum
conservation at the four corners of the cut diagram. The result is
λ˜l1 = −
〈s|Q
〈s1〉
, λ˜l2 =
〈s|P
〈s1〉
, λ˜l3 = −
〈1|P
〈1s〉
, λ˜l4 =
〈1|Q
〈1s〉
, (3.12)
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from which the cut momenta l1, . . . , l4 are then obtained using (3.11),
l1 = −|1〉
〈s|Q
〈s1〉
, l2 = |1〉
〈s|P
〈s1〉
, l3 = −|s〉
〈1|P
〈1s〉
, l4 = |s〉
〈1|Q
〈1s〉
.
(3.13)
Given that only one solution to the cut contributes, one can drop the sum over S± in
(3.10), and a factor of 1/2 is left over.
Taking this into account, we can instantly recast (3.10) as
CN=8(1, P, s, Q) =
∑
P(P )
∑
P(Q)
[
CN=4(1, P, s, Q)
]2
2GMHV(−l2, P, l3)G
MHV(−l4, Q, l1),
(3.14)
where P and Q here denote the sets P = {2, . . . , s − 1} and Q = {s + 1, . . . n}.
The N = 4 supercoefficient CN=4(1, P, s, Q) is given in (3.5), and the loop momenta
are evaluated on the solution provided by (3.13). The expression (3.14) gives a new
form of the one-loop integral coefficients in the supergravity MHV amplitudes for any
number of external legs.
Next we would like to compare our result (3.14) to previously known expressions
for the MHV coefficients. In [7] the infinite sequence of graviton MHV amplitudes
was presented. The result of that paper for the two-mass easy coefficients is1
CN=8(1, P, s, Q) =
1
2
(
P 2Q2 − st
)2
h(1, {P}, s) h(s, {Q}, 1) . (3.15)
The first three “half-soft” functions h(a,M, b) are given by
h(a, {1}, b) =
1
〈a1〉2〈1b〉2
, (3.16)
h(a, {1, 2}, b) =
[12]
〈12〉〈a1〉〈1b〉〈a2〉〈2b〉
,
h(a, {1, 2, 3}, b) =
[12][23]
〈12〉〈23〉〈a1〉〈1b〉〈a3〉〈3b〉
+
[23][31]
〈23〉〈31〉〈a2〉〈2b〉〈a1〉〈1b〉
+
[31][12]
〈31〉〈12〉〈a3〉〈3b〉〈a2〉〈2b〉
.
A recursive form for the h functions is also given in [7] as well as the following explicit
formula:
h(a, {1, 2, . . . , n}, b) =
[12]
〈12〉
〈a|K1,2|3]〈a|K1,3|4] · · · 〈a|K1,n−1|n]
〈23〉〈34〉 · · · 〈n− 1n〉 〈a1〉〈a2〉 · · · 〈an〉 〈1b〉〈nb〉
+ P(2, 3, . . . , n) , (3.17)
1A factor of (−1)n in the result of [7] for the 2me coefficients can be attributed to different
conventions.
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where Ki,j = ki + ki+1 + · · ·+ kj.
In order to show that the two expressions (3.14) and (3.15) for the one-loop MHV
amplitude coefficients are equivalent, we consider a massive tree sub-amplitude in the
loop diagram under consideration, for example that containing the set of momenta
Q = {s + 1, . . . , n}, with internal loop momenta l4, l1. We now make the following
conjecture relating the h functions in (3.15) to the dressing factors G of (3.10):
∑
P(s+1,...,n)
GMHV(−l4, Q, l1)(
〈ss+ 1〉〈s+ 1s+ 2〉 · · · 〈n− 1n〉〈n1〉
)2 = h(s, {Q}, 1) , (3.18)
where it is assumed that a solution to the cut loop momentum constraints is inserted
in the left-hand side of this equation. If this relation is true, it follows directly that
our formula (3.14) is identical to (3.15). Let us first see how the equality (3.18) works
in some simple cases.
For the case where Q is a single momentum, the result (3.18) is immediate since
G(a, b, c) = 1 and h(a, {b}, c) = 1/(〈ab〉〈bc〉)2.
Figure 2: The quadruple cut diagram considered for the derivation of (3.19).
The next check we perform is for the case when Q contains two momenta, where
we suppose that the labels of the amplitude are (−l4, 4, 5, l1), with the neighbouring
external legs being labeled 3 and 1, as in Figure 2. Then we wish to show that
∑
P(4,5)
GMHV(−l4, 4, 5, l1)
(〈34〉〈45〉〈51〉)2
= h(3, {4, 5}, 1). (3.19)
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The loop variable solution is in this case
l1 =
〈34〉|1〉|4] + 〈35〉|1〉|5]
〈13〉
, (3.20)
which follows from (3.13) with Q = p4 + p5. We also notice that the four-point
dressing factor is given by the same expression in (3.8) but without the product, i.e.
GMHV(1, 2, 3, 4) = x213. Taking this into account, inserting (3.20) into the left-hand
side of (3.19) and using standard identities, we arrive at
∑
P(4,5)
GMHV(−l4, 4, 5, l1)
(〈34〉〈45〉〈51〉)2
=
[45]
〈45〉
1
〈34〉〈41〉〈35〉〈51〉
, (3.21)
which is precisely h(3, {4, 5}, 1). Note that we did not use any properties of the
momenta at the other massive tree amplitude in any diagram containing this one.
For the next case, let us suppose that the labels of its legs are (l4, 4, 5, 6, l1), with
the neighbouring external legs being labeled 3 and 1 again. Then we wish to show
that ∑
P(4,5,6)
GMHV(−l4, 4, 5, 6, l1)
(〈34〉〈45〉〈56〉〈61〉)2
= h(3, {4, 5, 6}, 1) . (3.22)
The loop variable solution which we will use in this case follows again from (3.13)
with Q = p3 + p4 + p5,
l1 =
1
〈13〉
(
〈34〉|1〉|4] + 〈35〉|1〉|5] + 〈36〉|1〉|6]
)
. (3.23)
Inserting this into the left-hand side of (3.22) one finds
∑
P(4,5,6)
GMHV(−l4, 4, 5, 6, l1)
(〈34〉〈45〉〈56〉〈61〉)2
=
1
〈13〉
∑
P(4,5,6)
[56]([45]〈15〉+ [46]〈16〉)
〈14〉〈34〉〈45〉〈16〉〈56〉2
. (3.24)
Adding the terms from the permutations (456) and (465) it is straightforward to
obtain the first term of h(3, {4, 5, 6}, 1) as given using the last formula in (3.16); the
cyclically rotated terms are obtained in the same way.
To study the conjecture (3.18) in general, we consider the quadruple cut diagram
in Figure 3. Again only one solution to the cut equations contributes; we will need
explicit expressions for the cut momenta l1 and l4, which are given by
l1 =
1
〈1s〉
n∑
i=s+1
〈si〉|1〉|i] , l4 =
1
〈s1〉
n∑
i=s+1
〈i1〉|s〉|i] . (3.25)
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Figure 3: The quadruple cut diagram determining the two-mass easy supercoefficient
CN=8(1, P, s, Q) in the MHV amplitudes in N = 8 supergravity where P :=
∑s−1
l=2 pl,
Q :=
∑n
l=s+1 pl. The black blobs denote anti-MHV three-point amplitudes, the re-
maining amplitudes have the MHV helicity configuration.
Consider first the dressing factor from the MHV amplitudeMMHV(−l4, s+1, . . . , n, l1).
This is given by
GMHV(−l4, s+ 1, . . . , n, l1) = s−l4,s+1
n−2∏
r=s+1
〈r|(r + 1)
∑n
r+2 i|l1〉
〈rl1〉
, (3.26)
where
s−l4,s+1 =
1
〈1s〉
n∑
i=s+1
〈i1〉〈s s+ 1〉[s+ 1 i] . (3.27)
Inserting the solution for the cut loop momenta into GMHV(−l4, s+ 1, . . . , n, l1), and
denoting the corresponding quantity G′(s, {s+ 1, . . . , n}, 1), one finds
G′(s, {s+1, . . . , n}, 1) =
1
〈1s〉
(
n∑
i=s+1
〈i1〉〈s s+ 1〉[s+ 1 i]
)
n−2∏
r=s+1
〈r|(r + 1)
∑n
r+2 i|1〉
〈r1〉
.
(3.28)
We have checked numerically that∑
P(s+1,...,n)
G′(s, {s+ 1, . . . , n}, 1)(
〈s(s+ 1)〉〈(s+ 1)(s+ 2)〉 · · · 〈n1〉
)2 = h(s, {s+ 1, . . . , n}, 1) , (3.29)
for up to 12 legs, i.e. for n up to s + 10. Note that an identical argument applies
to the other massive corner with momentum P :=
∑s−1
l=2 pl in the 2me box diagram.
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Therefore, this numerical check shows that the two expressions (3.14) and (3.15) for
the 2me coefficients are equivalent for up to 22 external legs, whereas for the 1m
diagrams, the equivalence is up to 13 legs.
With the loop solutions inserted, our expression for the MHV amplitudes in su-
pergravity is then given by
CN=8(1, P, s, Q) =
∑
P(P )
∑
P(Q)
(
CN=4(1, P, s, Q)
)2
G′(1, P, s) G′(s,Q, 1) . (3.30)
These results indicate that generalised unitarity works for the MHV superamplitudes
at one loop, and utilising suitable expressions for the tree amplitudes in this process,
one derives expressions for the supergravity coefficients as sums of squares of SYM
coefficients times known dressing factors, as given in the equation above.
We now move on to consider NMHV superamplitudes.
4 Next-to-MHV supergravity amplitudes
For next-to-MHV amplitudes in N = 8 supergravity, the three-mass and two-mass
hard box functions also appear, in addition to the two-mass easy and one-mass ones.
The relevant quadruple cut diagrams are the same as those appearing in [29] in the
N = 4 SYM case. In the following, we will give general expressions for the different
box coefficients.
4.1 Three-mass and two-mass hard coefficients
We begin by considering three-mass coefficients. In this case, there is one quadruple
cut diagram containing three MHV amplitudes and one anti-MHV, with each MHV
amplitude containing more than three legs in general. The relevant quadruple cut
diagram is represented in Figure 4 and yields the expression
CN=83m (r, P,Q,R) =
1
2
∑
S±
∫ 4∏
i=1
d8ηli M
MHV
3 (−l1, r, l2) M
MHV(−l2, r + 1, . . . , s− 1, l3)
× MMHV(−l3, s, . . . , t− 1, l4) M
MHV(−l4, t, · · · , r − 1, l1) , (4.1)
where the three-point anti-MHV amplitude is given in (2.4). The MHV superam-
plitude may be written in terms of squares of Yang-Mills amplitudes times dressing
factors using (3.7) and (3.8). What will be important in what follows is that in the
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Figure 4: The quadruple cut diagram determining the three-mass supercoefficient
CN=8(r, P,Q,R) in the NMHV amplitudes in N = 8 supergravity. There is a
single three-point amplitude participating in the cut, with the anti-MHV helicity
configuration. The remaining three superamplitudes are MHV’s. We also define
P :=
∑s−1
l=r+1 pl, Q :=
∑t−1
l=s pl, and R :=
∑r−1
l=t pl.
sum over permutations in (3.7) there are always two missing legs. In applying this
formula to write down explicitly the MHV superamplitudes entering the cut diagram
in (4.1), we will arrange these two missing legs to be precisely the loop legs.
Since the dressing factors are independent of the superspace variables η, the
fermionic integrations in (4.1) can then be done similarly to those for the SYM case
in [29]. Only one of the two solutions to the cut equations contributes to the maximal
cut diagram in Figure 4, hence we can drop the sum over S± in (4.1), which then
becomes
CN=83m (r, P,Q,R) =
∑
P(P )
∑
P(Q)
∑
P(R)
(
CN=43m (r, P,Q,R)
)2
× 2 GMHV(−l2, P, l3) G
MHV(−l3, Q, l4) G
MHV(−l4, R, l1) , (4.2)
where
CN=43m (r, P,Q,R) =
δ(8)
(∑n
i=1(ηiλi)
)
Rr;st∏
j〈jj + 1〉
∆r,r+1,s,t , (4.3)
is the corresponding Yang-Mills supercoefficient, calculated in [30]. The dual super-
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conformal invariants Rr;st are given by [27, 29]
Rr;st =
〈s− 1s〉〈t− 1t〉 δ(4)
(
Ξr;st
)
x2st〈r|xrtxts|s− 1〉〈r|xrtxts|s〉〈r|xrsxst|t− 1〉〈r|xrsxst|t〉
, (4.4)
where
Ξr;st := 〈r|
[
xrsxst
r−1∑
k=t
|k〉ηk + xrtxts
r−1∑
k=s
|k〉ηk
]
, (4.5)
and xab :=
∑b−1
l=a pl. Finally,
∆r,r+1,s,t =
1
2
(
x2rsx
2
r+1t − x
2
rtx
2
r+1s
)
. (4.6)
We have thus managed to express each three-mass coefficient as a sum of squares
of SYM coefficients, weighted with bosonic dressing factors and summed over the
appropriate permutations.
The product of three tree-level dressing factors in (4.2) can in principle be further
simplified by inserting the explicit solution to the cut expression. The generic solution
(when the four corners are massive) has been worked out in [31]. One can however
find rather simple expressions in terms of spinor variables when at least one of the
four amplitudes participating in the quadruple cut is a three-point amplitude. For the
three-mass configuration, the quadruple cut solutions have been presented in [42,43]
in a compact form. For the specific case in Figure 4, where the three-point amplitude
is anti-MHV, the solution is [42, 43]
l1 =
|r〉〈r|PQR|
〈r|PR|r〉
, l2 =
|r〉〈r|RQP |
〈r|PR|r〉
, (4.7)
l3 =
|QRr〉〈rP |
〈r|PR|r〉
, l4 =
|QP r〉〈rR|
〈r|PR|r〉
,
whereas the dressing factors are given by (3.8), which in this case gives
GMHV(−l2, {P}, l3) = s−l2r+1
s−3∏
k=r+1
〈k|xk,k+2 xk+2,l3|l3〉
〈kl3〉
, (4.8)
GMHV(−l3, {Q}, l4) = s−l3s
t−3∏
k=s
〈k|xk,k+2 xk+2,l4 |l4〉
〈kl4〉
,
GMHV(−l4, {R}, l1) = s−l4t
r−3∏
k=s
〈k|xk,k+2 xk+2,l1|l1〉
〈kl1〉
.
We now turn to the two-mass hard coefficients. There are two quadruple cut
diagrams contributing here. These are shown in Figure 5, where the two adjacent
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three-point amplitudes are MHV and anti-MHV (or vice versa). Similarly to the
N = 4 case discussed in [29], these two diagrams can be regarded as special cases
of the three-mass diagrams in Figure 4. The result for the first diagram is simply
given by CN=83m (i, i + 1, P,Q), whereas for the second one has C
N=8
3m (i + 1, i, Q, P ),
where P := {pi+2, . . . , pr−1} and Q := {pr, . . . , pi−1}. The three-mass coefficients are
defined in Figure 4. The two-mass hard coefficients are then equal to
Figure 5: The two quadruple cut diagrams determining the two-mass hard supercoef-
ficient CN=8(i, j, P,Q) in the NMHV amplitudes in N = 8 supergravity. Three-point
amplitudes depicted in (black) white have the (anti-)MHV helicity configuration. The
remaining two amplitudes are MHV’s.
CN=82mh (i, i+ 1, P,Q) = C
N=8
3m (i, i+ 1, P,Q) + C
N=8
3m (i+ 1, i, Q, P ) . (4.9)
We will present in Section 5.2 some numerical checks of (4.9) for the case of six-point
NMHV superamplitudes, finding agreement with the results of [8, 9].
4.2 Two-mass-easy and one-mass coefficients
We now move on to consider the two-mass easy coefficients, and as a particular case
of these, the one-mass coefficients. In the two-mass easy case there are two diagrams,
as in the SYM case considered in [29], related to each other by a simple exchange of
labels. Each cut diagram has two anti-MHV amplitudes, one NMHV amplitude and
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one MHV amplitude, see Figure 6.2
Figure 6: The two quadruple cut diagrams determining the two-mass easy supercoef-
ficient CN=8(r, P, s, Q) in the NMHV amplitudes in N = 8 supergravity. Three-point
amplitudes have the anti-MHV helicity configuration, whereas the white amplitudes
are MHV. We also define P :=
∑s−1
l=r+1 pl, and Q :=
∑r−1
l=s+1 pl.
Consider the first diagram. The result from the quadruple cut is
CN=82me (r, P, s, Q)
∣∣∣
1
=
1
2
∑
S±
∫ 4∏
i=1
d8ηliM
MHV
3 (−l1, r, l2) M
NMHV(−l2, r + 1, . . . , s− 1, l3)
× MMHV3 (−l3, s, l4) M
MHV(−l4, s+ 1, . . . , r − 1, l1) . (4.10)
Here we may use the expression for NMHV tree amplitudes given in [24], namely
MNMHV(1, . . . , n) =
∑
P(2,...,n−1)
MNMHV(1, . . . , n) , (4.11)
where the ordered subamplitude MNMHV(1, . . . , n) is
MNMHV(1, . . . , n) = [AMHV(1, . . . , n)]2
n−3∑
i=2
n−1∑
j=i+2
R2n;ij G
NMHV
n;ij . (4.12)
2An additional quadruple cut can actually be constructed by replacing one of the two three-point
anti-MHV amplitude with a three-point MHV one, and compensating this by replacing further the
NMHV amplitude by an MHV one. It can easily be shown [29] that this particular quadruple cut
would lead to constraints on the external kinematics, and hence can be ignored.
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The explicit expressions for the dressing factors GNMHVn;ij are given in [24], and Rn;ij
are the dual superconformal invariants given in (4.4); a useful diagrammatic repre-
sentation of these quantities was suggested in [29], and is reproduced for convenience
here in Figure 7.
Figure 7: Diagrammatic representation of the superconformal invariant Rn;ij. The
numbers in the blobs indicate the minimum number of legs which need to be attached
to that blob. From this Figure, it is easy to see that Ξn;ij in (4.5) does not depend
either on ηn and η1.
The very important property of Rn;ij, which follows immediately from its defini-
tion (4.4) and from Figure 7, is that it does not depend either on ηn and η1. This
observation simplifies drastically our calculation, and is eventually responsible for
why we will be able to write the N = 8 supercoefficients as sums of squares of SYM
supercoefficients. Specifically, in writing explicitly the tree-level NMHV superampli-
tude MNMHV(−l2, pr+1, . . . , ps−1, l3) in (4.10) using (4.11) and (4.12), we will pick
the loop legs −l2 and l3 to be 1 and n appearing in the latter formulae. Two im-
portant consequences of this are that, firstly, the sum over permutations in (4.11)
will not involve the cut-loop legs −l2 and l3; and, secondly, that the supermomenta
ηl2λl2 and ηl3λl3 of the cut legs will appear only through the overall supermomentum
conservation delta functions. Therefore, the fermionic integrations over ηl2 and ηl3 in
(2.6) will proceed as in the case of the supergravity MHV superamplitude discussed
previously.3
We now proceed with the calculation. Inserting (4.11) and (4.12) into (4.10),
3The same property was observed in the N = 4 calculation of [30]. It is quite remarkable that
this property continues to hold in maximal supergravity.
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as well as the expressions for the three-point anti-MHV amplitude (2.4) and for the
MHV amplitude in (3.7), we find
CN=8 (NMHV)2me (r, P, s, Q) =
1
2
∑
S±
∫ 4∏
i=1
d8ηli
[
AMHV3 (−l1, r, l2)
]2 [
AMHV3 (−l3, s, l4)
]2
×
∑
P(P )
([
AMHV(−l2, {P}, l3)
]2 s−3∑
i=r+1
s−1∑
j=i+2
(Rl3;ij)
2GNMHVl3;ij
)
×
∑
P(Q)
[
AMHV(−l4, {Q}, l1)
]2
GMHV(−l4, {Q}, l1) + r ↔ s , (4.13)
where the first (r ↔ s) term in (4.13) corresponds to the cut diagram on the left (right)
of Figure 6. By {P}, {Q}, we mean the (ordered) sets of momenta (pr+1, . . . , ps−1),
and (ps+1, . . . , pr−1).
Next we observe that only one of the two cut solutions contributes, namely the
solution in (3.13). We can then recast (4.13) as
CN=8 (NMHV)2me (r, P, s, Q) = 2
∑
P({P})
∑
P({Q})
[
CN=4 (MHV)2me (r, P, s, Q)
]2
(4.14)
×
(
s−3∑
i=r+1
s−1∑
j=i+2
(Rl3;ij)
2GNMHVl3;ij
)
GMHV(−l4, Q, l1) + r ↔ s .
The dual superconformal invariant R-function appearing in (4.14) is given by (4.4).
Explicitly,
Rl3,ij =
〈i− 1i〉〈j − 1j〉δ(4)(Ξl3;ij)
x2ij〈l3|xr+1,ixij |j〉〈l3|xr+1,ixij |j − 1〉〈l3|xr+1,jxji|i〉〈l3|xr+1,jxji|i− 1〉
,
(4.15)
where
Ξl3;ij = −〈l3|
(
xr+1,ixij
s−1∑
m=j
|m〉ηm + xr+1,jxji
s−1∑
m=i
|m〉ηm
)
. (4.16)
A few comments are in order here.
Firstly, we need to insert the cut solutions into the previous expressions. These
are obtained from (3.13) by just replacing 1 → r. Furthermore, when the minimum
value of i, i.e. i = r+1 is attained in the sum appearing in (4.14), the corresponding
spinor for i − 1 is actually |i − 1〉 ≡ | − l2〉, since the R-function comes from the
NMHV amplitude with legs (−l2, r + 1, . . . , s− 1, l3). However, the expression for R
in (4.15) is invariant under rescalings of |i− 1〉. Hence, since |l2〉 ∝ |r〉 because of the
cut condition, we conclude that we can set |i− 1〉 → |r〉 when the minimum value in
the sum over i in (4.14) is attained.
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Furthermore, we notice that |l3〉 ∝ |s〉 because of the cut condition. By expanding
the fermionic delta function δ(4)(Ξl3;ij) we see that this will contribute four powers
of 〈l3|; inspecting (4.15), we conclude that Rl3,ij will eventually be invariant under
rescalings of 〈l3| as well. We can then replace 〈l3| → 〈s| inside the expression for Rl3;ij
or, equivalently, Rl3;ij → Rs;ij and Ξl3;ij → Ξs;ij, so that the explicit loop solutions
are not present in these quantities.
Taking into account the previous remarks, we arrive at
CN=8 (NMHV)2me (r, P, s, Q) = 2
∑
P(P )
∑
P(Q)
[
CN=4 (MHV)2me (r, P, s, Q)
]2
×
(
s−3∑
i=r+1
s−1∑
j=i+2
(Rs;ij)
2GNMHVl3;ij
)
GMHV(−l4, Q, l1) + r ↔ s . (4.17)
The general expressions for the MHV dressing factors are given in (3.8), from which
one can obtain GMHV(−l4, Q, l1).
Finally we consider one-mass coefficients. As explained in [29] in the Yang-Mills
case, the two relevant diagrams are special cases of other diagrams. In the first of
them, the three three-point corners are MHV-MHV-MHV and the fourth corner is
MHV, which is a special case of the NMHV 2me coefficient. In the second diagram,
the three three-point corners are MHV-MHV-MHV and the fourth corner is NMHV,
which is a special case of the NMHV three-mass coefficient. Therefore, one finds
CN=81m (s+ 2, P, s, s+ 1) = C
N=8
2me (s+ 2, P, s, s+ 1) + C
N=8
3m (s+ 1, s+ 2, P, s) . (4.18)
5 Examples
In order to illustrate and test the above expressions for the one-loop integral super-
coefficients, we can compare these with known cases.
5.1 Five-point NMHV superamplitude
The simplest case is the five-point NMHV superamplitude. Here the relevant cut
diagram we consider is depicted in Figure 8.
The cut solution is:
l1 = λl1 λ˜1 , l2 = λl2λ˜2 , l3 = λl3 λ˜3 , l4 = λl4 λ˜4 , (5.1)
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Figure 8: A quadruple cut diagram determining the supercoefficient C(1, {23}, 4, 5) in
the five-point anti-MHV superamplitudes in N = 4 SYM and N = 8 supergravity.
The black three-point amplitude has the anti-MHV configuration, and the remaining
two amplitudes are MHV’s.
and λl1 , . . . , λl4 are again easily determined by imposing momentum conservation at
the four corners of the cut diagram. The result is
λl1 = −
Q|4]
[14]
, λl2 =
Q|1]
[41]
, λl3 = −
P |1]
[41]
, λl4 =
P |4]
[14]
, (5.2)
which is valid for a generic two-mass easy configuration, i.e. for P and Q non null. In
the specific case of Figure 8, we have P = p2 + p3 and Q = p5.
It is instructive to first consider the N = 4 SYM calculation in this case as the
manipulations are very similar. Here the amplitude supercoefficient is given by the
following fermionic integral,
CN=4(1, {2, 3}, 4, 5) =
1
2
∑
S±
∫ 4∏
i=1
d4ηli A
MHV
3 (−l1, 1, l2)A
MHV
4 (−l2, 2, 3, l3)
× AMHV3 (−l3, 4, l4)A
MHV
3 (−l4, 5, l1) , (5.3)
where [6, 25]
AMHV3 (−l4, 5, l1) =
δ(4)(ηl4 [5l1] + η5[l1l4] + ηl1 [l45])
[l45][5l1][l1l4]
, (5.4)
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and the MHV superamplitudes are given by the usual formula (3.3). As in previous
cases, there is only one solution to the cut equation for this amplitude, given in (5.1)
and (5.2). Let us consider the fermionic integrations arising from (5.3). These give
∫ 4∏
i=1
d4ηli δ
(8)(−ηl1λl1 + ηl2λl2 + η1λ1) δ
(8)(−ηl2λl2 + ηl3λl3 + η2λ2 + η3λ3)
× δ(8)(−ηl3λl3 + ηl4λl4 + η4λ4) δ
(4)(ηl4 [5l1] + η5[l1l4] + ηl1[l45])
=
(
〈15〉〈23〉[15][45]
[14]2
)4
δ(8)
( 5∑
i=1
ηiλi
)
δ(4)(η1[23] + η2[31] + η3[12]) , (5.5)
where we have used the cut solution (5.1) and (5.2).
The contribution of the spinor factors arising from (5.3) is readily evaluated to be
[14]8
〈23〉4(〈15〉[15]〈45〉[45])3N¯
, (5.6)
where N¯ := [12][23][34][45][51]. Putting this together with the contribution from
fermionic integrations we arrive at the following result for the quadruple cut:
CN=4(1, {2, 3}, 4, 5) =
1
2
δ(8)
( 5∑
i=1
ηiλi
) δ(4)(η1[23] + η2[31] + η3[12])
N¯〈45〉4
s15 s45 . (5.7)
We recall that the five-point tree-level anti-MHV amplitude is [29]
AMHV5 (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) = δ
(8)
( 5∑
i=1
ηiλi
) δ(4)(η1[23] + η2[31] + η3[12])
N¯〈45〉4
, (5.8)
from which we conclude that the the supercoefficient is given by
CN=4(1, {2, 3}, 4, 5) =
s15 s45
2
AMHV5 (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) , (5.9)
which is the expected result.
The expression for the supercoefficient CN=8(1, {2, 3}, 4, 5) in the case of N = 8
supergravity is again obtained by looking at the quadruple cut depicted in Figure 8,
which in this case is
CN=8(1, {2, 3}, 4, 5) =
1
2
∑
S±
∫ 4∏
i=1
d8ηli M
MHV
3 (−l1, 1, l2)M
MHV
4 (−l2, 2, 3, l3)
× MMHV3 (−l3, 4, l4)M
MHV
3 (−l4, 5, l1) , (5.10)
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where
MMHV3 (−l1, 1, l2) =
(
AMHV3 (−l1, 1, l2)
)2
,
MMHV3 (−l4, 5, l1) =
(
AMHV3 (−l4, 5, l1)
)2
, (5.11)
and the four-point MHV superamplitudes is, using (3.7),
MMHV4 (−l2, 2, 3, l3) = s−l22
(
AMHV4 (−l2, 2, 3, l3)
)2
+ s−l23
(
AMHV4 (−l2, 3, 2, l3)
)2
.
(5.12)
We can then recast CN=8(1, {2, 3}, 4, 5) as the sum of two terms,
CN=8(1, {2, 3}, 4, 5) := C(1, {2, 3}, 4, 5) + C(1, {3, 2}, 4, 5) , (5.13)
corresponding to the two terms in the sum in (5.12). Each of these two terms is
instantly obtained from the corresponding result in Yang-Mills, we only have to cal-
culate the dressing factors
G(−l2, 2, 3, l3) := s−l22 = [12]
〈23〉[34]
[14]
=
Tr+(1234)
s14
,
G(−l2, 3, 2, l3) := s−l23 = [13]
〈32〉[24]
[14]
=
Tr+(1324)
s14
, (5.14)
using the explicit cut solution.
We can then write
CN=8(1, {2, 3}, 4, 5) =
1
2
(
s15 s45 A
MHV
5 (1, 2, 3, 4, 5)
)2 Tr+(1234)
s14
, (5.15)
or, for the coefficient of the pseudo-conformally invariant box function (obtained from
the previous one by dividing by −s15s45/2),
CˆN=8(1, {2, 3}, 4, 5) = −
(
AMHV5 (1, 2, 3, 4, 5)
)2
Tr+(1234)
s15s45
s14
. (5.16)
A similar analysis applies for the coefficient of CN=8(1, {3, 2}, 4, 5). We can now recast
the supergravity coefficient (5.13) as a sum of squares of Yang-Mills coefficients, as
CN=8(1, {2, 3}, 4, 5) = 2
(
CN=4(1, {2, 3}, 4, 5)
)2Tr+(1234)
s14
+ 2
(
CN=4(1, {3, 2}, 4, 5)
)2Tr+(1324)
s14
. (5.17)
We now wish to compare with the known results for the N = 8 supergravity
amplitude. The sum in (5.13) gives, modulo an overall common factor,
1
[12][34]
−
1
[13][24]
=
[14][32]
[12][13][24][34]
, (5.18)
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and we recognise that our present manipulations are the complex conjugate of those
leading to (3.21), in particular
∑
P(23)
G(−l2, 2, 3, l3)
([12][23][34])2
=
〈23〉
[14][23]2
[14][32]
[12][13][24][34]
=
〈23〉
[23]
1
[12][24][13][34]
, (5.19)
which is the complex conjugate of h(1, {2, 3}, 4). Hence we can also write
CN=8(1, {2, 3}, 4, 5) =
(
s15s45 δ
(8)
( 5∑
i=1
ηiλi
) δ(4)(η1[23] + η2[31] + η3[12])
[45][51]〈45〉4
)2
×
∑
P(23)
G(−l2, 2, 3, l3)
([12][23][34])2
=
[
s15s45 δ
(8)
( 5∑
i=1
ηiλi
) δ(4)(η1[23] + η2[31] + η3[12])
〈45〉4
]2
× h¯(1, {2, 3}, 4) h¯(4, {5}, 1) , (5.20)
where we have also introduced h¯(4, {5}, 1) = 1/([45][51])2. Equation (5.20) is in
agreement with the results of [7].
5.2 Six-point NMHV superamplitude
In this section we will consider (4.9) in the case of six-point NMHV superamplitudes,
and perform some numerical checks comparing our results to those derived in [8, 9]
for six-point NMHV graviton scattering amplitudes. Specifically, we will compare our
results to the following coefficients derived in [8, 9]:
CN=82mh (1
+, 2−, {3−, 4−}, {5+, 6+}) = (5.21)
1
2
s34s56s
2
12(x
2
25)
8
[23][34][24][43]〈56〉〈61〉〈65〉〈51〉[2|x25|5〉[2|x25|6〉[3|x25|1〉[4|x25|1〉
,
and
CN=82mh (3
+, 4−, {5+, 6+}, {1−, 2−}) = (5.22)
1
2
([3|x14|4〉)8s12s56(s34)2
〈45〉〈46〉〈56〉〈65〉[12][13][21][23][1|x14|4〉[2|x14|4〉[3|x14|5〉[3|x14|6〉
+
1
2
〈12〉6[56]6s12s56s234
〈13〉〈23〉[45][46][4|x14|1〉[4|x14|2〉[5|x14|3〉[6|x14|3〉
.
At six points, (4.9) is
CN=82mh (i, i+ 1, P,Q) = C
N=8
3m (i, i+ 1, P,Q) + C
N=8
3m (i+ 1, P,Q, i) , (5.23)
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where P = pi+2 + pi+3 and Q = pi+4 + pi+5. The three-mass supercoefficients given
in (4.2) become in this case
CN=83m (i, i+ 1, P,Q) =
∑
P(P )
∑
P(Q)
(
CN=43m (i, i+ 1, P,Q)
)2
(5.24)
× 2
〈i+ 2|P Q|i〉〈i|i+ 1|i+ 2]
〈i|(i+ 1)Q|i〉
〈i+ 4|P (i+ 1)|i〉〈i|Q|i+ 4]
〈i|(i+ 1)Q|i〉
,
and
CN=83m (i+ 1, P,Q, i) =
∑
P(P )
∑
P(Q)
(
CN=43m (i+ 1, P,Q, i)
)2
(5.25)
× 2
〈(i+ 2) (i+ 1)〉〈i+ 1|i QP |i+ 2]
〈i+ 1|P i|i+ 1〉
〈i+ 4|Q i|i+ 1〉〈i+ 1|P |i+ 4]
〈i+ 1|P i|i+ 1〉
,
where dressing factors involving one external leg are equal to one, and the general
expression for the N = 4 three-mass supercoefficient entering (5.24) and (5.25) is
given in (4.3). Thus, we arrive at
CN=82mh (i, i+ 1, P,Q) =
∑
P(P )
∑
P(Q)[(
δ(8)
(∑n
i=1 ηiλi
)
Ri;i+2 i+4∏
j〈jj + 1〉
∆i,i+1,i+2,i+4
)2
× 2
〈i+ 2|P Q|i〉〈i|i+ 1|i+ 2]
〈i|(i+ 1)Q|i〉
〈i+ 4|P (i+ 1)|i〉〈i|Q|i+ 4]
〈i|(i+ 1)Q|i〉
(5.26)
+
(
δ(8)
(∑n
i=1 ηiλi
)
Ri+1;i+4 i∏
j〈jj + 1〉
∆i+1,i+2,i+4,i
)2
× 2
〈(i+ 2)(i+ 1)〉〈i+ 1|i QP |i+ 2]
〈i+ 1|P i|i+ 1〉
〈i+ 4|Q i|i+ 1〉〈i+ 1|P |i+ 4]
〈i+ 1|P i|i+ 1〉
]
.
In order to be able to extract the coefficients for graviton amplitudes, we need
to analyse the η-dependence of the R-functions in (5.26). The dependence on the
supermomenta of the external particles is contained in the product [δ(4)(Ξr;st)δ
(8)(q)]2.
Since we are going to compare to NMHV graviton amplitudes, we will only need the
coefficients of terms of the form (ηi)
8(ηj)
8(ηk)
8.
Consider now the helicity assignment for the coefficient in (5.21). In (5.26), we
encounter the quantities Ξi;i+2 i+4 and Ξi+1;i+4 i+6. Therefore, we consider the expres-
sions δ(8)(Ξ1;35)δ
(16)(q) and δ(8)(Ξ2;51)δ
(16)(q). From (4.5), we have, setting i = 1,
Ξ1;35 = 〈1|(5+6) 4|3〉η3+ 〈1|(5+6) 4|4〉η4+ 〈34〉[34]〈15〉η5+ 〈34〉[34]〈16〉η6 , (5.27)
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and
Ξ2;51 = 〈21〉〈56〉 ([61]η5 + [15]η6 + [56]η1) . (5.28)
In the expansion of
δ(8)(Ξ1;35) δ
(16)(
6∑
i=1
ηiλi) , (5.29)
we need to pick the coefficient of (η2)
8(η3)
8(η4)
8, which is:
(〈1|5 + 6|3 + 4|2〉〈43〉)8, (5.30)
and in the expansion of
δ(8)([61]η5 + [15]η6 + [51]η1) δ
(16)(
6∑
i=1
ηiλi) , (5.31)
the coefficient of (η2)
8(η3)
8(η4)
8 vanishes. In performing the sum in (5.26) one will
also need to include permutations of the above quantities.
Now we turn to the coefficient in (5.22) and compare to (5.26). In considering
(5.26) for this helicity assignment, we encounter the quantities Ξ3;51 and Ξ4;13. These
can be simply obtained by permuting indices in the expressions for Ξ1;35 and Ξ2;51
given above. The corresponding coefficients for (η1)
8(η2)
8(η4)
8 are:
(〈12〉〈34〉s56)
8 , (5.32)
from Ξ3;51, and
〈4|1 + 2|3]8 , (5.33)
from Ξ4;13.
Now we compare (5.21) and (5.22) to the expansions of CN=82mh (1, 2, {3, 4}, {5, 6})
and CN=82mh (3, 4, {5, 6}, {1, 2}) which one derives from (5.26). Summing over the ap-
propriate permutations, we get
CN=82mh (1
+, 2−, {3−, 4−}, {5+, 6+}) =
〈34〉3[56]〈1|(5 + 6) (3 + 4)|2〉6(s12s234)2
2〈12〉6〈56〉2〈1|5 + 6|2]2(s34)2
×
[
1
〈16〉[23]〈5|3 + 4|2]〈1|5 + 6|4]
+
1
〈51〉[23]〈6|3 + 4|2]〈1|5 + 6|4]
+
1
〈61〉[24]〈5|3 + 4|2]〈1|5 + 6|3]
+
1
〈15〉[24]〈6|3 + 4|2]〈1|5 + 6|3]
]
, (5.34)
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and
CN=82mh (3
+, 4−, {5+, 6+}, {1−, 2−}) = −
〈34〉4[34]2(s456)2
2〈3|(1 + 2) (5 + 6)|4〉2
×[
〈12〉6[12]〈56〉[56]6
〈3|1 + 2|4]2
×(
1
〈23〉[45]〈1|5 + 6|4]〈3|1 + 2|6]
−
1
〈13〉[45]〈2|5 + 6|4]〈3|1 + 2|6]
−
1
〈23〉[46]〈1|5 + 6|4]〈3|1 + 2|5]
+
1
〈13〉[46]〈2|5 + 6|4]〈3|1 + 2|5]
)
+
〈12〉[56]〈4|1 + 2|3]6
〈56〉2[12]2
×(
1
〈45〉[23]〈4|5 + 6|1]〈6|1 + 2|3]
−
1
〈45〉[13]〈4|5 + 6|2]〈6|1 + 2|3]
−
1
〈46〉[23]〈4|5 + 6|1]〈5|1 + 2|3]
+
1
〈46〉[13]〈4|5 + 6|2]〈5|1 + 2|3]
)]
. (5.35)
We have checked numerically that (5.34) and (5.35) agree with (5.21) and (5.22),
respectively.
6 General supergravity amplitudes
Let us now consider going beyond NMHV. For the N2MHV amplitudes we seek degree
16 (for N = 4 SYM) or degree 32 (for N = 8 supergravity) contributions which leads
to the following possibilities for the four tree amplitudes entering into the quadruple
cuts: one can have four MHV amplitudes, leading to four-mass, three-mass and two-
mass coefficients, or two MHV amplitudes, one anti-MHV amplitude and one NMHV
amplitude, leading to three-mass and two-mass hard coefficients, or two NMHV and
two anti-MHV amplitudes leading to two-mass easy coefficients, or finally one can
have one MHV amplitude, two anti-MHV amplitudes and one N2MHV amplitude,
leading to the two-mass easy and one-mass coefficients.
For the four-mass coefficients, the obvious quadruple cut diagram, represented in
Figure 9, has four MHV tree-level superamplitudes, and is given by
CN=84m (P,Q,R, S) =
1
2
∑
S±
∫ 4∏
i=1
d8ηli M
MHV(−l1, P, l2) M
MHV(−l2, Q, l3)
× MMHV(−l3, R, l4) M
MHV(−l4, S, l1) . (6.1)
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Figure 9: A quadruple cut diagram determining the four-mass supercoefficient in an
N2MHV amplitude. The four tree-level superamplitudes entering the cut have the
MHV configuration.
Using (3.7) this is equal to
1
2
∑
S±
∫ 4∏
i=1
d8ηli
∑
P(P,Q,R,S)
[AMHV(−l1, P, l2)]
2 GMHV(−l1, P, l2)
× [AMHV(−l2, Q, l3)]
2 GMHV(−l2, Q, l3) [A
MHV(−l3, R, l4)]
2 GMHV(−l3, R, l4)
× [AMHV(−l4, S, l1)]
2 GMHV(−l4, S, l1) , (6.2)
where the sum
∑
P(P,Q,R,S) is over permutations of momenta within each of the sets
of momenta P , Q, R and S. Since the dressing factors G are independent of the
superspace variables η, the superspace integrals will only act on the square of the
product of the four tree MHV superamplitudes in the expression above. This is the
same calculation as (the square of) the corresponding N = 4 Yang-Mills four-mass
coefficient, and hence one deduces that
CN=84m (P,Q,R, S) =
1
2
∑
S±
∑
P(P,Q,R,S)
(
P4mn;1
)2
GMHV(−l1, P, l2)
× GMHV(−l2, Q, l3) G
MHV(−l3, R, l4) G
MHV(−l4, S, l1) , (6.3)
where P4mn;1 is the coefficient function given in equation (5.11) of [29] (this depends
on the external momenta and in addition on the loop variables li, the solutions for
which must be substituted).
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A comment is in order here. We observe that, in contradistinction with the co-
efficients considered so far, because of the presence in (6.3) of a sum over the two
solutions, we cannot recast immediately the right-hand side of this equation in terms
of squares ofN = 4 supercoefficients; this appears to be a general feature of four-mass
box coefficients.
For the three-mass case, we have two possibilities. The first one corresponds to a
special case of a four-mass coefficient, where one of the four tree superamplitudes in
Figure 9 is a three-point MHV amplitude. In addition, there are three new diagrams,
represented in Figure 10.
Figure 10: Quadruple cut diagrams contributing to the three-mass supercoefficient
in an N2MHV amplitude. Additional quadruple cut diagrams contributing to this
supercoefficient are obtained as special cases of the four-mass quadruple cut diagram
in Figure 9.
We focus our attention for instance on the second diagram in Figure 10. This
gives
CN=83m (r, P,Q,R) |2 =
1
2
∑
S±
∫ 4∏
i=1
d8ηli M
MHV
3 (−l1, r, l2) M
MHV(−l2, P, l3)
× MNMHV(−l3, Q, l4) M
MHV(−l4, R, l1) , (6.4)
where P =
∑s−1
i=r+1 pi, Q =
∑t−1
i=s pi, R =
∑r−1
i=t pi. Because of the presence of a
three-point anti-MHV amplitude, only one of the two cut solutions contributes to the
cut diagram of Figure 1, therefore one can then drop the sum over solutions in (6.4).
The explicit expressions (3.7), (4.11) and (4.12) may be inserted into this relation,
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yielding
CN=83m (r, P,Q,R) |2 =
1
2
∫ 4∏
i=1
d8ηli
∑
P(P,Q,R)
[AMHV3 (−l1, r, l2)]
2 [AMHV(−l2, P, l3)]
2
× GMHV(−l2, P, l3) [A
MHV(−l3, Q, l4)]
2
(∑∑
R2(−l3, Q, l4)G
NMHV(−l3, Q, l4)
)
× [AMHV(−l4, R, l1)]
2 GMHV(−l4, R, l1) , (6.5)
where we indicate the NMHV summation schematically for simplicity. Again, the key
point, as noted in the discussion of NMHV amplitudes earlier, is that the fermionic
variables corresponding to the loop momenta do not appear in the dressing factors or
the R-functions. Hence one can perform these superspace integrations ignoring these
functions – and this corresponds to performing the same steps as in the corresponding
N = 4 Yang-Mills case, with the difference that the result is squared. Thus we obtain
CN=83m (r, P,Q,R) |2 = 2
∑
P(P,Q,R)
(
CN=43m (r, P,Q,R) |2
)2
GMHV(−l2, P, l3)
×
(∑∑
R2(−l3, Q, l4)G
NMHV(−l3, Q, l4)
)
GMHV(−l4, R, l1) , (6.6)
where by CN=43m (r, P,Q,R) |2 we mean the result of the same quadruple cut diagram
evaluated for N = 4 SYM. The two-mass hard discussion goes along similar lines.
Finally, consider the two-mass easy case. There are four types of diagrams possible
here. A first non-vanishing contribution is obtained as a special case of the four-mass
quadruple cut (see Figure 9), when two opposite corners of the diagram are three-
point MHV amplitudes.
A second possibility is a special case of the three-mass contributions considered
earlier in Figure 10, where the MHV amplitude opposite to the anti-MHV three-point
amplitude is also a three-point amplitude. This particular quadruple cut diagram will
in general vanish as it would entail constraints on the external kinematics (this is not
specific to the particular amplitudes considered here, but is a general feature of two-
mass easy quadruple cuts where the two opposite three-point amplitudes cannot be
one MHV and one anti-MHV).
The third contribution comes from diagrams with two anti-MHV amplitudes at
opposite corners and two NMHV amplitudes at the other two corners, see Figure 11.
This gives
CN=82me (1, P, s, Q) |3 =
1
2
∑
S±
∫ 4∏
i=1
d8ηli M
MHV
3 (−l1, 1, l2) M
NMHV(−l2, P, l3)
× MMHV3 (−l3, s, l4) M
NMHV(−l4, Q, l1) , (6.7)
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Figure 11: Quadruple cut diagrams contributing to the two-mass easy coefficients of an
N2MHV amplitude. The black amplitudes have the anti-MHV helicity configuration.
where P =
∑s−1
i=2 pi and Q =
∑n
i=s+1 pi. Now we insert the expressions for the
anti-MHV amplitudes and the NMHV amplitudes, obtaining
CN=82me (1, P, s, Q) |3 =
1
2
∑
S±
∑
P(P,Q)
∫ 4∏
i=1
d8ηli
(
AMHV3 (−l1, 1, l2) A
MHV(−l2, P, l3)
× AMHV3 (−l3, s, l4) A
MHV(−l4, Q, l1)
)2 (∑∑
R2GNMHV
)
(−l2, P, l3)
×
(∑∑
R2GNMHV
)
(−l4, Q, l1) , (6.8)
using a shorthand notation as previously. Only one solution to the loop momenta
conditions contributes, and one may perform the η integrals directly - this is the same
calculation as for the MHV two-mass easy case, and thus we find the result
CN=82me (1, P, s, Q) |3 =
1
2
∑
P(P,Q)
(
CN=42me (1, P, s, Q)
)2 (∑∑
R2GNMHV
)
(−l2, P, l3)
×
(∑∑
R2GNMHV
)
(−l4, Q, l1) , (6.9)
where the solutions for the loop momenta need to be inserted into the terms containing
the dressing functions R and G.
Lastly, there is the two-mass easy diagram represented in Figure 12, where a new
ingredient is the presence of a tree-level N2MHV amplitude. This has been given
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in [24], and we reproduce this here:
MN
2MHV(1, . . . , n) =
∑
P(2,...,n−1)
[AMHV(1, . . . , n)]2
×
∑
2≤a,b≤n−1
R2n;ab
[ ∑
a≤c,d<b
(Rban;ab;cd)
2H
(1)
n;ab;cd +
∑
b≤c,d<n
(Rabn;cd)
2H
(2)
n;ab;cd
]
.(6.10)
Figure 12: Quadruple cut diagrams contributing to the two-mass easy coefficients of
an N2MHV amplitude.
Explicit formulae for the H- and R-functions are given in [24]; for our purposes we
will only need to know the fact that theH functions are independent of the superspace
variables η, and the R(1, . . . , n) functions do not depend on η1 or ηn – the latter can
be seen from the fact that these extremal values are never taken by the subscripts on
the R’s, and the explicit form they take (see (2.14) of [24]). Let us write the above
equation in the short-hand form
MN
2MHV(1, . . . , n) =
∑
P(2,...,n−1)
[AMHV(1, . . . , n)]2
∑∑
R2R2H(1, . . . , n) .(6.11)
Now we may write the quadruple cut for the two-mass easy diagrams as
CN=82me (r, P, s, Q) |4 =
1
2
∑
S±
∫ 4∏
i=1
d8ηli M
MHV
3 (−l1, r, l2) M
N2MHV(−l2, P, l3)
× MMHV3 (−l3, s, l4) M
MHV(−l4, Q, l1) . (6.12)
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As for the corresponding NMHV and MHV two-mass coefficients, only one of the two
solutions to the cut condition contributes, given explicitly in (3.13). Taking this into
account, we get
CN=82me (r, P, s, Q) |4 =
1
2
∫ 4∏
i=1
d8ηli
∑
P(P,Q)
[AMHV(−l1, r, l2)]
2 [AMHV3 (−l2, P, l3)]
2
×
∑∑
R2R2H(−l2, P, l3) [A
MHV(−l3, s, l4)]
2
× [AMHV(−l4, Q, l1)]
2 GMHV(−l4, Q, l1) . (6.13)
We may perform the loop superspace integrals and the final answer is
CN=82me (r, P, s, Q) |4 = 2
∑
P(P,Q)
(CN=42me (r, P, s, Q) |4)
2 GMHV(−l4, Q, l1)
×
∑∑
R2R2H(−l2, P, l3) , (6.14)
where the loop momenta are replaced by the cut solution in (3.13). For the one-mass
case, the only contribution comes from the special case of the last two-mass easy case
discussed immediately above – that where Q contains only one external momentum.
Having given some details of how the calculation proceeds for the N2MHV case,
one can see how the general case will work. One can see from [24] that the generalised
R-functions and dressing factors which arise in any quadruple cut do not depend
upon the η variables corresponding to the loop momenta; hence one may perform the
superspace integrals with these functions as spectators. This calculation is however
precisely the same as the corresponding N = 4 Yang-Mills case, except that the
coefficient is squared in the result. The outcome is that the N = 8 supergravity
coefficient is given by a sum of the squares of the result of the corresponding N = 4
Yang-Mills calculation, factored into sums and products of R-functions and dressing
factors. There is also in general a sum over solutions of the cut equation, which
need to be inserted into these expressions. Thus we see how this approach yields
N = 8 supergravity coefficients in terms of squares of the results of N = 4 Yang-
Mills calculations.
7 Conclusions
We have shown here in a number of cases how generalised unitarity can be used in
order to generate new expressions for one-loop supercoefficients in N = 8 supergrav-
ity, and indicated how this applies in general. In particular, using recent results for
tree amplitudes [21, 24], the one-loop supercoefficients take an intriguing form in-
volving sums of squares of N = 4 Yang-Mills one-loop expressions, times dressing
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factors. It seems likely that this structure will apply to all one-loop supercoefficients
in N = 8 supergravity. It is certainly of interest to take this further, proving more
general results in detail, deriving algorithms which produce the loop dressing factors,
and simplifying the expressions obtained when the solutions to the quadruple cut
conditions for the loop momenta are inserted. For the MHV case, it was easy to
eliminate the loop momenta from the expressions we derived, and thus find a direct
correspondence with known results. It may be that a similar outcome can be attained
for non-MHV cases. The loop momenta solutions are known explicitly, however the
dressing factors entering non-MHV amplitudes are more complex.
It is intriguing that both tree-level superamplitudes and one-loop coefficients can
be written in terms of squares of dual superconformal invariant quantities times
bosonic dressing factors. It would be interesting to understand what possible deeper
reasons may underly these regularities. In this context, we note that in [30] it was
shown that the dual superconformal invariant R-functions appearing in the NMHV
amplitudes in N = 4 SYM have a coplanar twistor-space localisation. It would be
interesting if one could relate the simplicity of the tree-level and one-loop results in
N = 8 supergravity to simple twistor-space localisation properties. Interesting new
ideas have been put forward recently [44–46] which in particular make a connection
between on-shell recursion relations and twistor space [44–48].
Underlying some of the work here are supersymmetric recursion relations [6, 25].
Interestingly, there are additional recursion relations for N = 8 supergravity am-
plitudes, arising from the fact that the tree amplitudes have a 1/z2 fall-off at large
z [6, 23]. At present, the conditions imposed by this constraint on one-loop ampli-
tudes have not been much investigated. One might study the large-z behaviour of the
new expressions presented here for the supercoefficients and explore possible recursion
relations for these, along the lines of [49].
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